You’re currently studying or working abroad

How to apply to the Paris School of Economics?

I’m studying for a Bachelor’s degree

Main fields: Economics, Mathematics, Social Sciences
Schools: all the foreign Universities, all over the world
Enter in: Masters 1st year (M1)

Do I have a chance to be admitted to one of the PSE masters?

Indeed, you do! Provided you are considered a good or a very good student, and that your profile is consistent with the PSE programmes: economics appeals to you and you have strong working capacities.

All applications are thoroughly studied, be sure to prepare all the documents carefully, it will be the only way to convince us of your motivation (What do you expect from PSE?) and backgrounds (What have you already acquired?) as there is no interview. At PSE, the masters programmes are taught in English, studying in Paris though means a immersion into the francophone environment!

I’m studying for a Masters degree or I’ve just completed one

Main fields: Economics, Mathematics, Social Sciences
Schools: all the foreign Universities, all over the world
Enter in: Masters 1st year (M1) possibly 2nd year (M2)

How should I defend my application to join the PSE?

Interrupting your current Masters or starting a whole new one Masters is an important decision. Make your own luck by giving us a chance to understand your choice and learn to know you better.

You can apply either to M1 or M2. Prepare your files carefully, build a coherent profile, explain in detail your motivation and your background. That is: you should insist on the prerequisite you’ve acquired and your expectations in PSE. All candidates’ applications are thoroughly studied as there is no interview!

I’m currently working

Positions: Economist, Analyst, Project manager...
Institutions: International organisations, private companies (finance, insurance...) & public administration
Enter in: Masters 1st year (M1) possibly 2nd year (M2)

How can I resume my studies at the PSE?

Resuming one’s studies can be a great opportunity to enhance one’s career path or redirect it towards a new goal. By choosing PSE you can be sure to receive one of the best trainings in economics. But it is highly selective and will require a full-time dedication. If you are a young professional with a very strong motivation and above all, solid background in economics or social sciences, PSE Masters can be an option for you. There is no interview - all candidates’ applications are thoroughly studied; take the necessary time to carefully prepare a coherent application file. And remember: only applications from candidates demonstrating - in addition to the initial training required - a strong motivation will be accepted...
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